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Faro Rosso Estate
Region: Sardinia Sleeps: 22

Overview
The Faro Rosso Estate is a decadent combination of the great Faro Rosso 
lighthouse as well as the old lighthouse army squadron barracks - now known 
as the Casa Malfatano. Both of these opulent properties are Italy’s only 
military buildings to be converted into guest accommodation. They will create 
the most historical of backdrops to begin your own Sardinian adventure.
Located on the southern most tip of Sardinia island, the Faro Rosso Estate is 
based in a completely private nature reserve of the coastal region of Chia. 
Clearly placed as such to guide ships, the views offered by this estate go 
beyond any of the passing vessels, providing guests with a glimpse into the 
infinite, enabling inspiration, reflection and ultimate contemplation. This 
gorgeous Mediterranean vista hints at passion, power and the stories of those 
who have also enveloped themselves in such raw, natural beauty.
After 160 years, the lighthouse itself is still active, serving as beacon to any 
wayward ships across the horizon, now completely aided with remote 
technology and without the help of a keeper.
The Faro Ross lighthouse has been beautifully restored and fully renovated, 
preserving original features - now containing four luxurious suites as well as 
further two mini-apartment suites, altogether comfortably sleeping up to 12 
people. The two mini-apartment suites are set slightly away from the main 
building but each contain their own lounge along with an upstairs sleeping 
area, beautifully lit by a skylight just above each bed. 
Further to this, Faro Rosso also features its own deluxe infinity pool which 
overlooks the fantastic surroundings. Casa Malfatano is set just behind the 
lighthouse but is no less lavish, featuring five plush rooms comfortably 
sleeping up to ten people. Tastefully redeveloped former lighthouse squadron 
quarters Casa Malfatano features an elevated outdoor infinity pool which 
again, offers fine views of the surrounding nature. Withing its private courtyard, 
the Casa also has a luxurious outdoor seating area complete with its very own 
bar and a wine cellar underneath.

Facilities
Wow Factor  •  Quirky  •  Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Ideal for Kids  •  
Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  BBQ  •  All Bedrooms En-Suite  
•  Ideal for Parties  •  TV  •  Wine Cellar  •  Working Fireplace  •  Waterfront  •  
Walking/Hiking Paths  •  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & 
Activities  •  Tourist Towns & Villages
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Interior & Grounds
Faro Rosso Estate

The Lighthouse

Accommodation is set over 4 levels and the main property contains four 
suites, comfortably sleeping up to eight people however, beyond this there are 
further two mini apartments. These apartments are laid out over two floors, 
comprising a lounge on the ground floor and the sleeping area on the first floor.

Ground Floor

- Lounge: Seating area and TV
- Dining rooms: Large dining table for up to 6 people, additional dining room 
with seating for 10 people
- Staircase to wine cellar

First Floor

- Bedroom 1: Overlooking the sea, round hanging double bed
- Bedroom 2: Overlooking the sea, round hanging double bed
- Bedroom 3: Overlooking the hills, Provencal style bed, lounge area with sofa 
and LCD TV
- Bedroom 4: Overlooking the hills, wrought iron four-poster bed, lounge area 
with sofa and LCD TV
- Tea room: Fireplace, bookcase

Second Floor

- Sitting area for two with picture window
- Terrace surrounding the lantern

Third Floor

- Spiral staircase access to lantern room and glass enclosures

Casa Malfatano

Interior

- Four Suites: Double bed, lounge area, TV and bathroom
- Bedroom: Double bed, bathroom with shower and panoramic views

Outside Grounds
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- Swimming pool
- Bar area
- Lounge area
- Lounge areas with access to wine cellar
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Location & Local Information
On the southern most tip of Sardinia, lies the beautiful coastal region of Chia. 
This idyllic stretch of coast is home to many a picturesque beach, stunning 
nature and of course, is steeped in history. Chia is a rare beauty, with hillsides 
overflowing with Juniper, Mastic and Myrtle and a consistently warm 
temperature which barely ever drops to below 15 degrees centigrade. Around 
the beaches of Chia there are plenty of things to do including boat trips, 
snorkelling, sun bathing and of course, lovely coastal walks, all with fantastic 
views of the ocean.

The nearby beaches of Sa Colonia and Arveskida are also home to a night 
scene with bars and a small number of clubs, perfect for a night cap before a 
moonlight stroll on the beach. Nearby sights include Chia Tower which offers 
fantastic views of the ocean and is itself an interesting place to visit due to its 
history as a lookout against pirate raids. There is also a golf course in the area 
along with several shops.

Further up the Chia coast is the historical town of Nora which is a must visit. 
Nora is home to the archaeological ruins of an Ancient Roman city, containing 
beautiful temples, mosaics and even Roman Baths. There is also the famed 
Nora Lagoon which is as gorgeous as it sounds.
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What you should know…
Please note that the prices shown are a guide only - please contact us for a tailor-made quotation and to check availability, 
which is always on request.

Bedrooms and suites are spread out across two separate properties, including two mini apartments accessed via separate 
entrance.

The final leg of access to the villa is along a 1.5km long unpaved road - although a courtesy US Hummvy is available to shuttle 
you in proximity, if hiring a car we suggest hiring a sturdier vehicle.

Whilst the estate is extremely well equipped with all holiday essentials, the nearest supermarket is located 5 km away in Chia.

Please note that booking confirmation is subject to special conditions. See  the 'T&C's tab for full details.

What Oliver loves…
This whole, exclusive estate is surrounded by an artist’s vista, the sun, sea 
and nature create the most idyllic backdrop to any getaway

Renting the entire estate gives you full privacy and access to two luxurious 
infinity pools

The sheer size of this estate makes is perfect for friends, families, weddings 
and even corporate get together - there is room for everyone here!

What you should know…
Please note that the prices shown are a guide only - please contact us for a tailor-made quotation and to check availability, 
which is always on request.

Bedrooms and suites are spread out across two separate properties, including two mini apartments accessed via separate 
entrance.

The final leg of access to the villa is along a 1.5km long unpaved road - although a courtesy US Hummvy is available to shuttle 
you in proximity, if hiring a car we suggest hiring a sturdier vehicle.

Whilst the estate is extremely well equipped with all holiday essentials, the nearest supermarket is located 5 km away in Chia.

Please note that booking confirmation is subject to special conditions. See  the 'T&C's tab for full details.
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: 3.00 pm

- Departure time: 10.00 am

- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price

- Linen & towels included?: Linen & bath towels are included in the rental price

- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa

- End of stay cleaning included?: Included in the rental price

- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property

- Minimum stay: 7 nights

- Heating costs included?: Included in the rental price

- Internet access?: Included in the rental price

- Other Ts and Cs: A non-refundable 50% deposit is required to confirm the booking (or full payment if booking within 12 weeks of departure).

- Other Ts and Cs: Please note that the prices shown are a guide only - please contact us for a tailor-made quotation and to check availability, which is always on request.


